Take a drive into the perfect sound

Solutions for the mobile reception of the Digital Radio DAB+
Calearo Antenne SpA offers a wide range of DAB+ antenna solutions. Depending on type of installation, car brand and version, and of course desired performances, you can choose the most suitable DAB antenna:

- **roof mount antennas**, single or multifunction, also available in the shark fin design
- **embedded antenna systems** for VAG custom-fit applications which make use of the vehicle’s original windscreen antennas and enable the reception of the digital radio on systems which were meant to only receive AM/FM signals
- **splitter** to be used in combination with a new AM/FM-DAB ready rod, in case of original not-amplified antenna
- **adhesive antennas** for a quick and unobtrusive installation

**We have solutions that can fit all Your needs!**

**All technical data and installation instructions related to the described products can be requested from Calearo Antenne SpA.**

Digitalradio stands for improved audio quality, noiseless broadcasts and extra features and services for the consumer. DAB will gradually replace FM radio and many European countries have already implemented the DAB standard, also planning the FM radio switch-off.

In this new scenario of radio broadcasting, the antenna is the crucial element, in fact it has to grant the best reception of the DAB signal. This is why the antenna really makes the difference. You only have to identify which one best fits your installation needs.

**Tune in to the Digital Radio!**

---

**DAB+ shark-fin antenna**: A stylish solution available in various versions with different combinations of functions. It can be installed in place of an existing antenna, making use of the existing hole or drilling a new one. It offers indeed a very attractive solution for your car roof!

**DAB+ glass mount antenna**: for internal self-adhesive installation. It is provided with neat and unobtrusive receiving element. This kind of antenna is quick and easy to install and no holes are required.

**DAB&PLAY**: embedded smart antenna solutions that offer outstanding reception of the Digital Radio thru the car’s original windscreen antennas. For now this solution is only available for VW/Skoda and Seat vehicles.

**Active splitter**: to be connected to an original not-amplified AM/FM radio antenna. It splits and amplifies the antenna’s signal. It allows to preserve the original antenna base, but in most cases the OE rod needs to be replaced by a multi-function rod.